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Edited by Dr Christian Weikop, a Senior Lecturer in Art History at Edinburgh College of Art (ECA),

this is the first print publication to consider the remarkable formation of the ground-breaking and

oft-cited exhibition Strategy: Get Arts, staged at ECA in the late summer of 1970. At the cutting

edge of contemporary art, this was unlike anything seen in the United Kingdom to that date, 

certainly challenging a Scottish art world still struggling to come to terms with the legacy of the

Scottish Colourists. It was an exhibition that received international press attention and had a 

considerable impact on the public, critics, and other curators who saw it, shaking up the 

conservativism of the British art scene.

Strategy: Get Arts (SGA) brought many figures of post-war art, who were based in the exciting 

cultural city of Düsseldorf, to the United Kingdom for the first time. These artists, who took over

ECA, transforming the college into a ‘total work of art’ through their extraordinary actions and 

installations, were unknown to a British public in 1970. The roll call of talented participants 

included the likes of Joseph Beuys, Gerhard Richter, Blinky Palermo, Daniel Spoerri, Stefan 

Wewerka, Dieter Roth, Sigmar Polke, Günther Uecker, Bernd and Hilla Becher, and many others

who subsequently achieved international fame. In addition to first-hand accounts of the exhibition

by Douglas Hall (the first Keeper of the Gallery of Modern Art, National Galleries of Scotland), 

Jennifer Gough-Cooper (SGA co-ordinator), and Alexander Hamilton (co-editor of Studies in 

Photography and SGA gallery assistant in 1970), the publication also includes new essays by the

editor, Christian Weikop, on Richard Demarco and the Formation of Strategy: Get Arts; Düsseldorf

in Edinburgh: The Importance of the Germans; and Strategy Get Arts and Broadcast Media. 

It also features short essays on the photography of SGA by Karen Barber (a specialist in the history 

of photography), the controversy concerning the Palermo Restore project by Andrew Patrizio 

(Professor of Scottish Visual Culture at ECA), the creation of a 2016 archive exhibition on SGA by

National Galleries of Scotland archivist Kirstie Meehan, as well as two fascinating Forewords 

by Keith Hartley (Chief Curator and Deputy Director of Modern and Contemporary Art), and 

Professor Juan Cruz (Principal of ECA). 

Many unknown and rare photographs of the artists and artworks at the art college, especially by

the German performance artist and photographer, Monika Baumgartl, as well as eye-catching

photographs by George Oliver and Richard Demarco, are presented here for the first time. 

The publication is a triumph of archival detective work, effectively reconstructing the exhibition,

profiling all 35 artists who took part, and fully revealing the challenges and dramatic events that

unfolded before and during the course of this unique event.
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Introduction 

Christian Weikop

Besides Demarco, another participant at these

Beuys events was Alexander Hamilton, Chair 

of the Scottish Society for the History of 

Photography (SSHoP) and my collaborator on 

this SGA50 project. Hamilton had been a student

helper at SGA, where he had a unique opportunity

to support the work of visiting Düsseldorf artists, 

a career-changing experience as he explains 

in his essay for this publication. During the 2016 

conference, he showed delegates around the

ECA spaces utilised by the artists back in 1970.

This led to the idea of filming an interview with

him, intercut with George Oliver photographs of

the exhibition. This RFGVC film was screened at

ECA in 2018 and 2019, and has inspired another

more professional production, currently in 

development, by American film director 

Ted Fisher, who specialises in arts and culture

documentaries. One of many interviews Fisher

conducted in preparation for this film was with

Douglas Hall OBE (1926-2019), the first Keeper 

of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art,

and his wife Matilda Hall, both of whom had 

attended SGA in 1970. With Hamilton, Fisher, 

and myself putting questions to them, this proved

to be the last ever interview with Douglas Hall. 

Some short excerpts from that interview are

included in this publication. Another interviewee

was Jennifer Gough-Cooper, who joined the

Richard Demarco Gallery as an administrator 

in 1969, but soon found herself in the role of 

Scottish co-ordinator of SGA by the spring of 1970.

Rising to the challenge, she was essential to the

success of the exhibition, working closely with

Demarco and liaising with key Kunsthalle 

Düsseldorf staff. In my essays, I write on 

Demarco’s extraordinary drive in the early 

formation of Strategy: Get Arts, as well as 

the importance of the German organisers, 

Karl Ruhrberg, Jürgen Harten, and Georg Jappe, 

but Gough-Cooper gives her own first-hand 

account, discussing the break offered to her by

Demarco, and the impact working on SGA had 

on her career, not least her involvement with 

the documenta. 

It was important for this SGA50 edition to bring 

different perspectives into the existing narratives

on the exhibition and its legacy. It was also 

important to profile all the artists who contributed

to the exhibition, including those who are perhaps

not so well known to anglophone audiences. 

Previous considerations of the exhibition have 

understandably focused on Beuys, a hugely 

influential artist and charismatic figure, who 

continued to collaborate with Demarco throughout

the 1970s and early 1980s, but this publication 

attends closely to other participants too. The 

lack of female artist representation at SGA is 

immediately noticeable. There were only two 

female artists involved, Dorothy Iannone and 

Hilla Becher, but this was the reality of those

times. As Andrew Symons has discovered, 

‘Of over two hundred artists who exhibited in the

paintings and sculpture section at documenta III

(1964), just six were women. Of sixty artists 

participating in Festum Fluxorum Fluxus (1963),

only two were women.’4 The gender balance

would slowly improve with the next generation of
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Opposite:
Stefan Wewerka 
posing on the 
main staircase of 
ECA Main Building 
(SGA 1970). 
Photo 
© Monika Baumgartl.
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A long visual essay by Johannes Stüttgen, entitled ‘Joseph Beuys: ‘Celtic’ (Schottische 

Symphonie)’, consisted of Stüttgen’s sketches and notes of the ‘action’ involving Beuys and

Henning Christiansen, interspersed with compelling cropped photographs by Ute Klophaus

of key moments in the performance.19 A Klophaus photograph of Beuys holding a staff in 

an ECA studio made the front cover of the publication. Beuys would also appear on the 

front cover of issue 7, effectively using the magazine, with the keen support of the editor 

F.W. Heubach, to publish photographs of his performances and other artworks. But Heubach

would clash with the next editor, the aforementioned Benjamin Buchloh, a Beuys sceptic.

Buchloh felt that Beuys had received far too much coverage to the exclusion of younger

artists. Buchloh was editor for the last two issues (nos. 11-12), but the publication folded 

in 1975 after the major controversy surrounding issue 12, when he published Anselm Kiefer’s

‘Besetzungen’ (Occupations), a parody of a photographic travelogue, which showed Kiefer

giving a Sieg-Heil salute in different European locations, an ‘action’ that ironically enough 

first had the support of Beuys, Kiefer’s mentor. 

There were undoubtedly a number of problems with staging SGA beyond all the tense

wrangles about respective levels of financial contribution and how many artists should be

involved. Graubner’s ‘Mist Room’ did indeed burn down and it was fortunate that the Fire

Station was right next door to ECA, otherwise it could all have been much worse. Torches

were stolen from Beuys’s The Pack by children from the local neighbourhood, which led to

another dispute over insurance liability, one lasting over a year. Two men in brown overalls

attempted to steal Gerhard Richter paintings, an attempt luckily foiled by the student

helpers. In addition, the Edinburgh city authorities sought to shut down Klaus Rinke’s water

installation in the ECA main building entrance. Stefan Wewerka’s bentwood chairs ‘action’ on

the staircase upset some college staff who saw it as an act of hooliganism. And the attempt

to locate Beuys’s VW camper van in the Sculpture Court was refused by an irate college

secretary, Mr Brown. Günther Uecker’s corridor of knives had to be ‘caged’ on the demands

of the police for fear of impaling visitors. Edinburgh police also confiscated a batch of films

that were being shown for lack of certification and a Polke-Film went missing. Sigmar Polke

paintings were damaged in transit, as stated in the ‘Damaged Items’ list, a list that included

Graubner’s ‘Mist Room’ machine and one of his paintings. Konrad Klaphek’s Der Chef and H.P.

Alvermann’s Hommage to Goldwater were also listed as damaged, along with two objects by

Daniel Spoerri, and Karl Gerstner’s Times Square.20 Finally, Blinky Palermo’s wall intervention

was whitewashed soon after the exhibition ended, as if the college was attempting to erase
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Düsseldorf in Edinburgh: 

The Importance of the Germans 

Christian Weikop

Above:
Joseph Beuys 
performing 
Celtic (Kinloch Rannoch)
Scottish Symphony
in an ECA studio for 
Strategy: Get Arts (1970).
front cover of 
Interfunktionen 5 (1970), 

Opposite:
Gotthard Graubner 
in his ‘Mist Room’
(Homage to Turner) 
in ECA (August 1970).
Photo 
© Monika Baumgartl.



Opposite:
Richard Demarco and
Joseph Beuys 
by the staircase of the
Sculpture Department
corridor, 
ECA (August 1970). 
Photo © George Oliver,
Courtesy of 
Jennifer Gough-Cooper.

Above:
Henning Christiansen,
Joseph Beuys, 
Ute Klophaus (standing).
Celtic (Kinloch Rannoch)
Scottish Symphony (1970).
Photo 
© Richard Demarco, 
Demarco Digital Archive. 

Right:
George Oliver 
photographing the arrival
of artworks at ECA for
Strategy: Get Arts (1970).
Photo 
© Richard Demarco, 
Demarco Digital Archive.

Right:
Left - Right: 
Klaus Rinke, 
Monika Baumgartl, and
Linden Travers 
(August 1970). 
Photo © 
Richard Demarco, 
Demarco Digital Archive.

6362

Photography at and in 

Strategy: Get Arts

Karen Barber
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Christian Weikop

Opposite:
Stefan Wewerka 
and his bentwood chairs
action/installation on 
the staircase of 
ECA Main Building (1970).
Photo © George Oliver,
Courtesy of 
Jennifer Gough-Cooper. 
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Joseph Beuys

The Pack

The VW camper van used by Beuys for The Pack

was owned by the legendary Düsseldorf gallerist

René Block. Initially, Beuys had created the

sledge installation under the title of Die Meute in

the hall of the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf in 1969.

It was then exhibited at the Cologne Art Market 

in the same year, this time with the VW camper in

place, where it was offered for the sum of 

110,000 DM and acquired from Block by the 

natural scientist and art collector Dr Jorst Herbig.

It was loaned to ECA for Strategy: Get Arts. 

The title Das Rudel (The Pack) was given to the 

installation when it was exhibited in Edinburgh.

Photographs by George Oliver document the 

offloading of the VW from the Hasenkamp lorry,

the extensive manoeuvring required to get it into

the ECA Main Building, and its installation in the

Sculpture Department corridor. One Oliver 

photograph shows Beuys carefully arranging the

sledges coming out of the VW. The Pack

consisted of the VW, children’s sledges, rolls of

felt, fat, and torches. Of this work Cordelia Oliver

wrote: ‘Beuys’s Volkswagen bus spills its load of

small immaculate sledges, thrusting and hurtling

themselves forward like lemmings to the sea.’8

And Beuys explained the rescue elements of the

work to the journalist Michael Pye, who had also

accompanied him to Rannoch Moor for the film

shown as part of Celtic Kinloch Rannoch, in many

ways a related work: ‘The light is for orientation,

and the fat, it is butter for food, and the felt is for

warmth, it is for shelter, for a house. It is the three

things that you need in extreme conditions.’9

What is not well documented in the extant 

literature on Beuys and SGA is the fact that 

The Pack was somewhat ‘damaged’ whilst 

installed at ECA. Just after the end of the 

exhibition in September 1970, Demarco wrote 

to Dr Herbig, informing him of the awkward 

matter of the tampering with the installation.

Communicating the loss of torches, Demarco

wrote, ‘I hope you will have no difficulty in 

replacing them, but try as I did I couldn’t find that

German make Varta No.505 in Britain. Please 

contact me if you have any difficulty in replacing

the torches.’10

The matter did not in fact end there with a lot 

of wrangling between various parties about the

scale of the issue and insurance liability. In a letter

from German curator Jürgen Harten to Andrew 

Elliott, the Executive Director of the Richard 

Demarco Gallery, on 11 November 1970, Harten

states: ‘The damage of Beuys’ VW can possibly

not be repaired. The 10 missing torches could so

far not be replaced because this type of torch has

for two years not been produced anymore […] 

If Beuys is not willing to exchange all of the

torches for other efficient ones, the owner, 

Dr Herbig intends to claim total damage.’11

In correspondence with the Landeshauptstadt

Düsseldorf in August 1971, Elliott questioned the

very large sum of the claim (18,360 DM) and

stated that Demarco had seen The Pack on 

display in Stockholm in January 1971 where 

‘all the torches had been replaced and the new

models were presumably to the satisfaction 

of Josef Beuys and Dr Herbig.’12
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Opposite:
Joseph Beuys, 
The Pack
installed for 
Strategy: Get Arts
(August 1970). 
Photo © George Oliver,
Courtesy of 
Jennifer Gough-Cooper. 



abstract paintings, but he was only interested 

in my first landscape, which was Corsica (Fire).’5

In George Oliver photographs, recently enlarged

from the original negatives by NGS for this SGA50

project, images identified by this author and not

published before, we can just see Corsica (Fire)

under the arm of a female student helper, while 

a male student helper presents Richter’s larger

canvas Abendstimmung. The largest Richter 

canvas in SGA, however, was Abendlandschaft 

mit Figur (150 cm x 200 cm) and this can also be

seen on its side in one of these rare photographs,

as well as being carried across the studio by 

students in another.

Richter’s landscapes, a reinvention of the genre,

have sometimes been compared with those 

of the early nineteenth-century Romantic artist 

Caspar David Friedrich, especially after Richter’s

first retrospective at the Kunstverein in Düsseldorf

in 1971. Both artists had close ties to Dresden.

Richter studied in the Saxon capital in the late

1950s, and the city is home to one of the most 

extensive collections of Friedrich’s paintings,

which Richter knew well. It should be noted that

three of the paintings shown at SGA were based

on Richter’s holiday snapshots of Corsica and the
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had been assembling since the mid-1960s, 

a huge repository of pictorial source material for

his photo-paintings. Three of the paintings are

now in public collections. Abendstimmung is in 

the collection of the Kunsthalle zu Kiel, while

Abendlandschaft mit Figur can be found in the

Sprengel Museum in Hannover, and Kanarische

Landschaft in the Institut Valencià d'Art 

Modern, Spain.

Landschaft mit Baumgruppe was sold by Sotheby’s

New York for USD 453,500 on 19 November 1997,

while Korsika Feuer (Corsica Fire), a smaller but

highly significant artwork from the collection of

Count Christian Duerckheim, was sold at Sotheby’s

London for GBP 2,057,250 on 29 June 2011, a clear

indication of the rising art market values for Richter.

Of this otherworldly, luminous, and meditative

painting, Richter has stated, ‘I remember just a 

little story that took place when I was first in New

York with Palermo. We had some photographs of

our work – just in case. And we showed them to

someone – I think it was Bob Ryman – and 

I thought that he would, of course, prefer the 

Gerhard Richter
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Canary Islands (Atlas sheets 180 and 174), so are

not specifically German landscapes, although 

arguably a Romantic sensibility is not necessarily

dependent on the national identity of ‘place’. 

Many German Romantic writers and artists would

express a longing for the Mediterranean South,

although Friedrich did not. In the case of Korsika

Feuer and Abendstimmung, it is Richter’s conception

of the sublimity of light and a boundless sky, which

connects him to Friedrich. In 1994, paintings by

Richter would again be exhibited in Edinburgh 

at the important exhibition, The Romantic Spirit 

in German Art: 1790–1990, co-curated by Keith 

Hartley, author of the Foreword to this special

SGA50 edition. And Hartley would also be 

involved with a major retrospective on Gerhard

Richter at the National Gallery Complex in 

Edinburgh (8 November 2008 – 4 January 2009).6

Recently, Richter’s life and work inspired the

Oscar nominated film Never Look Away

(German title: Werk ohne Autor), released in 2018,

written and directed by Florian Henckel von 

Donnersmarck. And in 2020, a major retrospective

of Richter’s work was staged at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art (Met Breuer) in New York. 

This exhibition was scheduled to run from 

March 4 to July 5 2020, but due to Covid-19

closed after just a week on March 12. 

1. GMA A37/1/0567. /3. 1 x ts. Letter to Gerhard Richter
from Richard Demarco. 31/7/1970, 1p.
2. See https://www.gerhard-richter.com/en/
exhibitions/edinburgh-international-festival-strategy-
get-arts-272
3. GMA A37/1/0567./4. 1 x ms. Letter to Richard Demarco
from Gerhard Richter. 1/9/1970, 1p. 
4. Christian Weikop, Strategy: Get Arts. In Conversation
with the Artist Alexander Hamilton. RFGVC 
film documentary, Edinburgh College of Art, 2018.
5. Gerhard Richter in Robert Storr, Gerhard Richter: 
Forty Years of Painting, MoMA, 2002, p. 302.
6. See Keith Hartley on Gerhard Richter, 
https://www.gerhard-richter.com/en/videos/exhibitions/
paintings-from-private-collections-22/
?&tab=information-tabs

Below:
Artists’ meeting in 
Gerhard Richter’s studio 
on 29 January 1970.
Richter facing camera,
Richard Demarco 
facing painting. 
Photographer unknown,
Demarco Digital Archive. 

Below right:
Gerhard Richter pouring 
a drink in his studio. 
Photo 
© Richard Demarco, 
Demarco Digital Archive. 

Opposite:
Gerhard Richter paintings
being moved by student
assistants in ECA studio 
in preparation for 
Strategy: Get Arts (1970). 
Photos © George Oliver, 
Richard Demarco Archive,
National Galleries 
of Scotland. 
GMA A37/9/36/14.
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Günther Uecker 
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Right:
Günther Uecker in his
‘Sharp Corridor’ at ECA
(SGA 1970). 
Photo 
© Monika Baumgartl. 

Below:
Günther Uecker 
rigging up his banging
door installation and 
laying out his knives. 
Photos © George Oliver,
Courtesy of 
Jennifer Gough-Cooper. 

Opposite:
Günther Uecker’s 
‘Sharp Corridor 
Blunted by Police’ 
at ECA (SGA 1970). 
Photo © George Oliver,
Demarco Digital Archive. 
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